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ation, IAN M. CUMMING, C. 
BRUCE MILLER, K. ERIC GARDNER, ) 
H. ROGER BOYER, SARA BOYER, 
ELLIS R. IVORY, KATHRYN IVORY, ) 
CLIFTON R. JOHNSON, JOSEPHINE 
JOHNSON, FRANKLIN D. JOHNSON, 
KATHLEEN JOHNSON, GLENDON E. 
JOHNSON, BOBETTE JOHNSON, and 
JOHN DOES 1 through 100, 

Defendants. 
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MEMORANDUM DECISION 

Appearances:· Richard F. Levy, Stephen Novack, Steven c. Dupre, 

Mark A. Rabinowitz, Levy and Erens, Chicago, Illinois, 

Thomas A. Quinn, Kent H. Murdock, Ray, Quinney and Nebeker, 

Salt Lake City, Utah, for Senior Corp., Daniel L. Berman, 

Gregg I. Alvord, Berman and Anderson, Salt Lake City, Utah, 

Douglas J. Parry, Rooker, Larsen, Kimball and Parr, Salt 

Lake City, Utah, for :Ian M. Cumming, c. Bruce Miller and 

K. Eric Gardner. 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

This case raises questions concerning the torts of 

wrongful use of civil proceedings and abuse of process in Utah. 

Terracor, Terracor Utah, and The Woods Marketing, Inc., 

affiliated entities, are debtors-in-possession (debtors), having 

filed petitions under Chapter 11 on February 24 and 27, 1981. 

Senior Corp. (Senior) has loaned millions of dollars to 

debtors for the development of five residential resort 

communities in Colorado, Idaho, Utah and Wisconsin. 



This civil proceeding was commenced as a diversity 

action in federal district court on February 18, 1981, and 

removed to this court, pursuant to 28 u.s.c. Section 1478(a), 

on April 6, 1982. Senior is suing the principals of debtors, 

Ian M. Cumming, c. Bruce Miller, and K. Eric Gardner (defendants), 

for mi~appropriating proceeds from the loans. 

Defendants answered and counterclaimed on August 10, 

1981. A •corrected Answer and counterclaim• was filed 

January 8, 1982. The counterclaim has two counts. The 

first count alleges that the complaint was filed •without 

proper investigation, without a good faith belief that [it 

is) true, or with knowledge that Senior ••• does not have 

valid claims.• It further alleges that the suit was brought, 

not to obtain judgment against defendants, but •for the 

purpose of intimidation and coercion to gain control over 

them in their capacities as officers of [debtors],• and that 

as a result, defendants •have been damaged in their business 

and reputation• and by the expense of litigation. The 

second count, in addition to the foregoing, avers that the 

complaint •was filed without merit and not asserted in good 

faith," and asks for attorneys fees pursuant to 9A UTAH CODE 

ANN., Section 78-27-56 (Supp. 1981). 

Senior has moved to dismiss the counterclaim on the ground 

that it fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted 

under Fed.R. Civ.Pro. 12(b) (6), made applicable herein by Fed.R. 

Bank.Pro. 712(b). Senior characterizes the first count as a 

claim for the wrongful use of civil proceedings. Senior argues 

that termination of its suit in favor of defendants is an 

element essential to this claim, and that defendants have not 

alleged, and cannot allege, this element because the suit is still 

pending. Senior describes the second count as a claim for 

abuse of process. Senior argues that not only the use of 
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process, such as the filing,of a complaint, but also the 

misuse of process, such as threats,of coercion, are elements 

essential to this claim, and that defendants have not alleged, 

and cannot allege, these elements since no misuse of process 

.b.as occurred. 

Defendants agree that litigation must terminate before 

it may be a predicate for the wrongful use of civil proceedings, 

but contend that there are exceptions to this rule in •unusual 

circumstances,• or that the rule does not apply to counterclaims, 

and that Section 78-27-56 supports a right of action independent 

of the wrongful use of civil proceedings. Defendants also 

contend that litigation may be abusive in itself, as in a 

case where discovery is burdensome, and does not require a 

misdeed, apart from the proceedings, to become an abuse of 

process. 

WRONGFUL USE OF CIVIL PROCEEDINGS 

Utah recognizes a tort for the wrongful use of civil 

proceedings. See; Baird v. Intermountain School Federal 

Credit Union, ~55 P.2d 877 (Utah 1976)1 Perkins v. Stephens, 

503 2.2d 1212 (Utah 1972)1 Johnson v. Mount Ogden Enterprises, 

Xnc., 4~0 P.2d 333 (Utah 1969)1 St. Joseph Stock Yards co. 

v. Love, 195 P. 305, 311 (Utah 1921) (dictum)1 Cahoon v. 

Hoggan, 86 P. 763 (Utah 1906)J Hamer v. First National 

Bank of Ogden, 33 P. 941 (Utah 1893)1 Wright v. Ascheim, 

17 P. 125 (Utah 1888). Cf. Straka v. Voyles, 252 P. 677 
1 

(Utah 1927). "(I]t is recognized," however, "only when the 

civil auit is shown to have been brought without probable 

cause, for the purpose of harassment or annoyance, and it is 

usually said to require malice. It seems quite obvious that 

except in the most unusual circumstances, a prerequisite to 

such a showing is that the prior suit terminated in favor of 

'lbe llestatenent, overlooking the cases in the text, notes that utah 
has not det:eJ:mined whether to zecognize the tort of wrmgful use of 
civil prcoeed:ings. RESTATfMEN'l' CF 1'HE IAW, 'lOrts 2d, Sectial 674, at 
438 (Appendix 1981). 
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the defendant therein.• Baird v. Intermountain School 

Federal Credit Union, supra at 878. 

Termination in favor of the defendant,has never been 

articulated as a requirement of the tort in Utah. The 

quotation from Bc:ird, while suggesting this result, nevertheless,· 

in context, addresses.the role of termination in determining 
2 

probable cause. See !!!2, Hamer v. First National Bank 

of Ogden, supra at 943. See generally, HESTATEMENT OF THE 

LAW, Torts 2d, Section 875, comment b, at 458 (1977). Language 

in Cahoon v. Hoggan, supra, at 764, the only decision 
3 

which mentions termination as an element of the tort, is dictum. 

If the issue were raised, however, Utah would require 

termination as an element of the tort. This conclusion is 

supported by the references in Baird, Cahoon, and~- Likewise, 

in every case discussing the tort, the prior proceedings had termi

nated and, where plaintiff recovered; they had terminated in his 

favor. See, Baird v. Intermountain School Federal Credit Union, 

supra at 878 (default judgment)1 Perkins v. Stephens, supra 

(facts incompl~te)1 Johnson v. Mount Odgen Enterprises, Inc., 

supra at 335 (voluntary dismissal)J St. Joseph Stock Yards 

Co. v. Love, supra at 306 (judgment affirmed on appeal); 

Cahoon v. Hoggan, supra at 763 (no cause of action);~ 

v. First National Bank of Ogden, supra at 943 (attachment 

dissolved)J Wright v. Ascheim, supra at 125 (restraining 

2 
Both the language recognizing the tart of wrongful use of civil 

proceedings and the idea of terminaticm may be dict,:m in Baird. 'l!le 
plaintiff was sued cm a note. Judgment was obtained and a supplenental 
order was issued. When plaintiff did not appear she was cited for 
contenpt and arrested on a bench warrant. She sued to set aside the judgment 
and for misuse of legal procedure. AltbJ\¥3h the action arose fran a civil 
context, its .iJmediate antecedent was criminal contetpt. Viewed in this 
light, the case was fer malicious prosecution, and the opinion's concession 
that ·under certain circumstances a cause of action may exist for the 
wrongful bringing of civil proceedings," Baird v. Internountain School 
Federal Credit unicn, ~ at 878, is gratuitous. But cf. 1 F. Harper 
and F. Janes, THE I.AW OF TORTS, Section 4.8, at 326 11§'56)". In any 
event, 'Whet.her the acticn was for malicious prosecution or wrcmgful use 
of civil proceedings, the lack of texminaticn does not appear to have been 
the basis for the ruling. · 

3 
camon like Baird, nay not have involved the wroogful use of civil 

~s. ~amcurring opinial observe& that the suit was for wroogful 
attacbnent, not for "vexatious prosecution." cahocn v • Hoggan, !EE!. 
at 764. 
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order dissolved and cause dismissed). Moreover, the wrongful 
4 

use of civil proceedings is a cousin to malicious prosecution.· 

on at least one occasion, Utah has defined the wrongful use 

of civil proceedings by analogy to malicious prosecution. 

See, Perkins v. Stephens, supra at 1212-1213. And, in Utah, 

malicious prosecution requires termination in favor of the 

defendant. See, Shippers' Best Express, Inc. v. Newsom, 
5 

579 P.2d 1316, 1317 (Utah.1978)1 Singh v. MacDonald, 188 P. 

631, 632 (Utah 1920) (dictum)1 Kennedy v. Burbidge, 182 

P. 325, 326 (Utah 1919)(dictum)1 Kool v. Lee, 134 P. 906, 

909 (Utah 1913)(dictum). Cf. Smith v. Clark, 106 P. 653, 

659 (Utah 1910). This conforms to the nearly unanimous 

general view. See, !.:.9.·• 3 J. Dooley, MODERN TORT LAW: 

LIABILITY AND LITIGATION, Section 51.03, at 171 (1977)1 1 

F. Harper and F. James, THE LAW OF TORTS, Section 4.8, at 

328 (1956)1 C. Morris and C.R. Morris, MORRIS ON TORTS 385 

(1980)1 W. Prosser, HANDBOOK OF THE LAW OF TORTS, Section 

120, at 853-854 (~th ed. 1971)1 RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW, 

Torts 2d, supra Section 674(b)1 Birnbaum, •physicians Counterattack: 

Liability of Lawyers for Instituting Unjustified Medical 

Malpractice Actions,• 45 FORDHAM L. REV. 1003, 1026-1028 

(1977)1 Note, ·Malicious Prosecution: An Effective Attack on 

In Baird, for exanple, the court observed that • [s] u:h actial is 
relat:.eato° and arose as an adjunct to the actiai for malicious prosecution · 
in criminal proceedings.• Baird v. Intermountain Scmol Federal Credit 
Uniai, ~ at 878. For cases discussing the tort of malicious prosecutioo 
in Utah, see, !.:.9.·• v. Ziais ative Mercantile Institutiai, 
605 P.2d 'Ili (Utah 1979) 1 Shippers' Best Express, Inc. v. News:cn, 9 
P.2d 1316 (Utah 1978)1 Fuller v. Zinik Sporting Goods Co., 538 P.2d 
1036 (Utah 1975)1 Haas v. &mlett, 459 P.2d 432 (Utah 1969) • Potter 
V. uta.~ Drive-Ur-Self System, Inc., 355 P.2d 714 (Utah 1960)Tiieiirelboe 
v. Jad:>bsai, 353 P.2d 178 (Utah 1960), Olson v. ~t araer 
of Foresters, 324 P.2d 1012 (Utah 1958)1 eottreilv.Grand Uniai 
Tea Ccrrpany, 299 P.2d 622 (Utah 1956)1 Ohr v. F.aton, 80 P.2d 925 (Utah 
l938~s v. Frost, 27 P.2d 459 (utah 1933}; SWeatzren v. Linton, 
241 P. 309 (Utah 1925)1 Singh v. MacDonald, 188 P. 631 (Utah 1920)1 
!{elmedy v. Burbidge, 183 P.325 (Utah 1919)1 Kool v. Lee, 134 P. 906 
1iitahl913)1 M::I<enzie v. ~. 131 P. 1172 (Utah 1913)1 Smith v. 
~! _106 P. 653 (utah l9l.O}; Mlrphy v. Booth, 103 P. 768 {Utah 1909) 1 
_.JO_nnscon __ ..;.v_ • .;;.Meag=,hr=, 47 P. 861 (otabl897). 
5 

In ShiTfs' Bes~f:rJess, Inc. v. Newsan, ~. plaintiff sued for 
breach Of a ease and endant a>unterclaimedror malicious prosecutioo 
1he malicious prose::ut:icn claim, however, was rot based upco the suit • 
f~ breach of a ~ease. Rather, it arose fxan a previously tetminated 
criminal. proceeding which plaintiff had initiated against defendant. 
Indeed, Shippers' reiterates as •sounc3.11 the rule of tei:mi.natial and . . . . .. . , 

---·-··---~T··· 
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Spurious Medical Malpractice Claims?" 26 CASE WES. RES. L. 

REV. 653, 662-665 (1976)1 Note, "Counterclaim For Malicious 

Prosecution in the Action Alleged to be Malicious,• 58 YALE 

L. J. 490 (1949). 

Defendants do not disagree with these findings. They 

argue, however, that an exception to the rule of termination 

should be made in this case, or that the rule should not 

extend to counterclaims, and that, notwithstanding the rule, 

Section 78-27-56 supports an independent claim for attorneys fees. 

Boiled to essentials, defendants' argument is that, for 

the sake of expedition and economy, all claims should be 

litigated together, rather than postponing the counterclaim 

until resolution of the compl-aint. This argument has been 

advanced by commentators,!!!_, !..:.2.·• Wright, "Estoppel by 

Rule: The Compulsory Counterclaim Under Modern Pleading," 

38 MINN. L. REV. 423, 444 (1954)1 Note, "Groundless Litigation 

and the Malicious Prosecution Debate: A Historical Analysis," 

88 YALE L. J. 1218, 1233-1237 (1979)1 Note, "Malicious 

Prosecution: An Effective Attack on Spurious Medical Malpractice 

Claims?" supra at 663-664, 684, and has been the subject of 

experiment by courts,!!!_, !..:.2.·• Eiteljorg v. Bogner, 502 

P.2d 970, 971 (Colo. App. 1972)J Sonnichsen v. Streeter, 

239 A.2d 63, 68 (Conn. Cir. Ct. 1967)1 Mayflower Indus. 

v. Thor Corp, 15 N.J. Super. 139,144, 83 A.2d 246, 251 

(Ch. 1951), ~ per curiam 89 A.2d 242 (N.J. 1952)1 Herendeen 

v. Ley Realty Co., 75 N.Y.S. 2d 836 (Sup. Ct. 1947), discussed 

in Note, •counterclaim For Malicious Prosecution in the Action 

Alleged to be Malicious,• supra. 

This argument may have practical appeal, but it is 

outweighed by policies which favor the rule of termin~tion. 

Generally speaking, the rule assumes that suits for wrongful 

use of civil proceedings, in most instances, are brought 

s (cont'aj 

bolds that the rule is satisfied tN a sti0Ul.ated disnissal of the criminal 
proceediJ'lgs. Id. at 1317. But cf. C. M:>rris and C.R. Morris, MJRRIS CN 
'ltlRTS 385 (198of1 w. Prosser andY. Snith, CASES Nm MM'ERIAIS CN '10Rl'S 
1090 n. 3 (4th ed. 1967) J Joiner v. Benton Ccmm:tnity Bank, 411 N.E. 2d 
229, 2~J.. (Ill. 1980). . · 



without cause for their nuisance value or for spite. The 

rule reduces the threat of suits for wrongful use of civil 

proceedings, at once removing a disincentive to worthy 

claims, and discouraging a cycle of litigation. In short, 

•[s)ome margin of safety in asserting rights, though they 

turn out to be groundless and their assertion accompanied by 

some ~egree of ill-will, must be maintained. Otherwise 

litigation would lead, not to an end of disputing, but to 

its beginning, and rights violated would go unredressed for 

fear of the danger of asserting them" Melvin v. Pence, 130 

F.2d 423, 426 (D.C. Cir. 1942). Fair trial of the main 

action should not be threatened by the introduction of 

evidence bearing upon malice, or by the tactical amendment 

of a counterclaim to name as a party, and thereby disqualify, 

counsel for plaintiff. Inconsistent judgments, where 

plaintiff prevails in the main action but loses the counterclaim 
6 

in tort, should be avoided. 

6 

The court can envision procedures ·which might reconcile sare of these 
policies with the.need for expedition and ecxmany in litigation. Indeed, 
the rules of civil procedure, such as Irul.es 13, 18(b), and 42(b), are 
designe:1 for this purpose. See, .!:51•, Note, "Malicious Prosecution: An 
Effective Attack on Spurious Medical Malpractice Claims?" ~ at 663-
664. The potential disqualification of cx,unsel and the atteriaant prejulice 
to plaintiff, however, might be an insuxnountable problem. In any 
event, there is oo indication that Utah would qualify the rule of termination 
to this extent. 1mder these circmlstances, the court is not at liberty 
to fashion a catpranise between the objectives of the rule and the 
desires of defendants. 

Defendants, however, point to the caveat in Baird that •except in 
the m:,st unusual cirClmistances, a prerequisite to':':':"a showing (of probable 
cause] is that the prior suit terminated in favor of the defendant therein." 
Baird v. Internountain Sch:x:>l Federal Credit Union, ~at 878 (erphasis 
supplied) • They infer fran this language that there are excepti.als in 

·· •unusual cirCl.znstances" to the rule of termination. 'l1ley argue that the 
magnituie and ccnplexity of this case justify such an exception. But a 
departure fran the rule of temination may not be J:ead into this li.'lSI)ecific 
remark. 

First, as ix:>ted above, the reference in Baird to the w.rmgful use of 
civil proceedings, and to the rule ·of termination, may be dictun. 

Second, as noted al:Dve, this dict1.Zn refers to the role of termination 
in deteJ:mining probable cause, oot as an element of the tort. If plaintiff 
wins, this is conclusive evidence of probable cause, even trough the 
jm~ might be reversed ai appeal. See, .!:51·• w. Prosser, ~ 
Section 120, at 855: RESTA'l'.EMENI' CF '1HE J»v, 'l'OrtS 2d, ~ Section 
675, a:rment b, at 458: Note, "Malicious Prosecutioo: An---ufective Attack 
· an Spurious Medical Malpractice Claims?" ~ at 678-679: Note, "Omnterclaim 
for Malicious Prosecution in the Action Ailegm to be Malicious,• ~ 
at 491 and n.5. In Utah, a defendant may avoid this result by sh::Ming 
that the ju3grrent was obtained by tram or perjury. Cf. Kennedy 
v. Burbidge, ~ at 327. 'l'hese may be the "unusual~" 
i11@ed to in lwrd. 

'.lhlra, ln any event, the •unusuai cixcl.nstanoes" are aat identified. 
This could mean the ex,eption, already rec::ioc;nu..d in tha aastatanent, for 
~-~ proceedings. ~ CF '1HE 1/IW, 'l'OrtS 2d, ~ Section 
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Whether the tort is raised by counterclaim or in a separate 

action makes no difference in light of these policies, and 

indeed, the prevailing sentiment disfavors counterclaims. 

~. !.:.2.•• 3 J. Dooley, supraSection 41.06, at 1721 1 F. 

Harper and F. James, supra at 328 n. 151 c. Morris and C.R. 

Morris, supra at 3851 w. Prosser, supra at 853 n. 321 RESTATEMENT 

OF THE LAW, Torts 2d, Section 674, at 440 (Appendix 1981)1 

Birnbaum, supra at 1026-1027, 1080-10811 Note, •Malicious 

Prosecution: An Effective Attack on Spurious Medical Malpractice 

Claims?" supra at 662-6651 Note, •counterclaim For Malicious 

Prosecution in the Action Alleged to be Malicious,• supra; 

Schwab v. Doelz, 229 F.2d 749, 753 (7th Cir. 1956)1 The 

Savage is Loose co. v. United Artists, 413 F. Supp. 555, 

562 (S.D.N.Y 1976)1 Selas Corp. of America v. Wilshire Oil 

Co. of Texas, 344 F. Supp. 357, 359-360 (E.D. Pa. 1972); 

First Trust co. of Montana v. McKenna, 614 P.2d 1027, 1032-

1033 (Mont. 1980)1 Terminal Grain Corp. v. Freeman, 270 

N.W.2d 806, 809 (S.D. 1978)1 Farmers Elevator Co. v. David, 

234 N.W.2d 26, 33-34 (N.D. 1975); Babb v. Superior court, 

479 P.2d 279, 381 (Cal. 1971) (en banc)1 ff & ff Farms, Inc v. 

Hazlett, 627 P.2d 1161, 1166-1167 (Kan. Ct. App. 1981); 

Jackson v. Meadows, 264 S.E.2d 503, 505-506 (Ga. Ct. App. 

1980)1 Friedman v. Roseth Corp., 74 N.Y.s. 2d 733 (N.Y. Sup. 

Ct. 1947). 

Nor does Section 78-27-56 alter this result. It provides: 

•1n civil actions, where not otherwise provided by statute 

or agreement, the court may award reasonable attorney's fees 

to a prevailing party if the court determines that the 

action or defense to the action was without merit and not 
7 

brought or asserted in good faith.• It is unclear whether 

6 (cont'd) 
~74 Cb). See also, W. Prosser, ~ at 853-854 ("necessary exoeptions" 
lllClude !! J;)clrte proceedings, ~proceedings ancillacy to a civil suit, 
such as attacliient or arrest under civil prcx::ess, as to which if they are 
thsnselves unjustified, it is unnecessary to show a favorabl.e'tex:minatiai 
of the main action"). 

Fourth, defemants have cited no controlling auth:>rities nor have 
tJ:ieY advanced CXl!i)elling ieascms, for equati.D3 •unusua1 ~
with the magnitude or catplexity of a case. Indeed, many cases are large 
and catplex. Permitting an exception to the rule of temdnatial in 
these circunstances l«>Uld not be "unusual,• at least in the sense of ~-

'l'he parties have assared that Sectial 78-27-56 is available as a 
rmmy to defendants, although the soope of that raiedy is the subject '• 
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Section 78-27-56 was meant to support a right of action, 

akin to the wrongful use of civil proceedings, with all the 

accoutrements of litigation,'such as discovery and trial. 

Rather, it may have been intended to empower a judge, once a 

case ends, to award fees, like costs, upon his assessment of 

the merits of a claim. Section 78-27-56 looks more like a 

cost statute than a right of action, because it is confined 

to fees and does not authorize payment for other damages, 

such as for harm to reputation, which would be recoverable 

in tort.
8 

Moreover, reference to the •prevailing" party is 

reminiscent of the rule of termination, suggesting that a 

claim for fees may not be entertaine~ until one side wins. 

in contrast to the ambiguity of Section 78-27-56, at least 

one jurisdiction, by statute, has expressly abrogated the 

rule of termination. !!!!,, !.:.2.••. Gem Trading Company, Inc. 

- v. Cudahy Corporation, 588 P.2d 1222, 1226 (Wash. Ct. App. 

7 (Cont'd) 
of disagreerent. Section 78-27-56 was enacted an February 19, 1981, and 
became effective on May 12, 1981. Senior filed its oatplaint, the act 
which ostensibly violates Sectiai 78-27-56, an February 18, 1981, ane 
day before the law was passed, and several nonths before it became 
effective. In Utah, statutes are applied prospectively, not retroactively, 
fran the date they becx:rle effective, unless otherwise provided. 7A tmUi 
CCDE: ANN., Section 68-3-3 (1978). Whether Section 78-27-56 is applicable 
in a suit caimanced before May 12, 1981, therefore, nay be questioned. 
'Iba parties have oot raised and the court will not address this issue. 

'Iba parties have also asS\lled that a state fee statute is enforceable 
in a federal court. '!his assmption may be correct in diversity cases 
in federal district courts, where under the aegis of Erie R.R. v. 'ltllpkins, 
304 U.S. 64 (1938), and "where the state law d:>es not run counter to a 
valid federal statute or rule of court, and usually it will not, state 
law denying the right to attorney's fees or giving a right thereto, 
which reflects a sul:stantial policy of the state, sh:>uld be followed." 
6 MOORE'S FEDERAL PPJICTICE t54.77[2), at 1712-1712 (1981). See,~-, 
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. v. Wildeniess Society, 421 U.S.240,259 
n: 31 (1975)1 Hefl1. v. JODEj!S, to. 80-1692 (SliJ? opinim at 10-11) (10th 
Cir., Septanber 7, 982)1 Bickford v. John E. Mitchell Co., 595 F.2d 540, 
545 (10th Cir. 1979). 'Iba applicability of the Erie doctrine in bankruptcy 
courts, mwever, has been questioned. 0::1rpare, ~-, Countryman, "The 
Use of State I.aw in Bankruptcy cases (Part I)," ~N.Y.U. L. REV. 407, 
409-411 (1972) with Hill, "'l!le Erie Doctrine in Bankruptcy," 66 H11RV. L. 
m.v. 1013, 1024-1036 (1953). M:>reaver, because courts of bankruptcy 
traditionally have been courts of equity, their rules of procedure for 
assessing fees have been different £ran other federal and state tribunals. 
See, !:.2.•, Rule 754, Fed.R. Bank. Pro. J 1 COLLIER CN BANKRUP'lcr 1(2. 71 
114th ed. 1974)1 13 id. 1754.07. It is unclear whether these differences 
,-,ere eliminated in 1§18 t,y 28 u.s.c. Section 1481 which erpowers·courts 
of bankruptcy to act as courts of law and equity. But cf. Proposed Rule 
7054, Preliminary Draft-of Proposed New Bankruptcy Riiresand Official 
Foms, Ccmnittee an Rules of Practice and l'zocedure of the Judicial 
Conference of the thited states (March 1982). '11le parties have not 
raised and the court will not admess these issues. 
8 

'lbe history of Section 78-27-56, insofar as it can be reconstru:ted, 
suggests that it was designed as a cost statute. Utah, like 110st jurisdictions, 
adheres to the American Rule for awardin; attorneys fees, viz., in the 
absence of a contractual or statutory provision which dictates otherwise, 
each party to litigation pays his own attorneys .f~. '!his rule was 
derived, in part, fxan th9 belief that fees were costs, and that costs 
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• • 
1978). An equally plain declaration of legislative intent 

is necessary to accomplish the same result in Utah. For 

these reasons, the counterclaim for wrongful use of civil 

proceedings, standing alone or in tandem with the allegations 
9 

under Section 78-27-56, is dismissed. 

8 (cont'd) 
.. 

were a creature of statutes which 00Uld not be enlarged by judicial 
fiat. See, !.:!I·, Western Casualty and Surety 0:ltpany v. Marchant, 
615 P.2d 423, 426-427 (utah 1980)J Ranch li:rres, Inc. v. Greater Park 
City Corporation, 592 P.2d 620, 62S-626 (utah l979)J Nelson v. Newman, 
583 P.2d 601, 603-605 (utah 1978)J ~er Constru::tion, Inc. v. :Roberts, 
Irx::., 550 P.2d 212, 21S-216 (utah 1 )J Amen.can States Ins. Co. v. 
Walker, 486 P.2d 1042, 1044 (utah 1971). Cf. Franpton v. Wilson, 
605P.°2d 771, 773-774 (Utah 1980). In Utah, the rule has exceptions, 
for exanple, where "litigation •••••• was n::>t resorted to in cpxl faith, 
but was merely spiteful, contentious or obstru:tive." Western Casualty 
and Surety Carpany v. Marchant, supra at 427. See also, Ranch li:rres, 
Inc. v. Greater Park City Corporation, !1JPE!. at 62S-626J Arieri.can 
States Ins. Co. v. Walker, !1lPE!. at 1044. Critics, h:Jwever, VJ.ew the 
rule as obsolete, and the exception for bad faith litigation as overstrict. 
'Ibey have argued for refcmn, either through abolition of the rule, or 
enlarging the exception for vexatious lawsuits. ~, !.:!I•, Bi:mba'Ll!I, 
!1JPE!. at 1082-1088J Ehrenzweig, "Reimblrsenent of ~ Fees and the 
Great Society," 54 CALIF. L. REV. 792 (1966)J Kuenzel, "'tt1e Attorney's 
Fee: Why Not a Cost of Litigation?" 49 IOiA L. REV. 75 (1963) J Mayer and 
Stix, "'lhe Prevailing Party Should Recover Counsel Fees," 8 AI<Rrn L. 
REV. 426 (1975) J -M::I.aughlin, "'lhe Recovery of Attorneys' Fees: A New 
Method of Financing Iegal Services," 40 FCR>HAM L. REV. 761 (1972)J 
Stoeblx:k, "Counsel Fees Irx::luded in Costs: A Iogic::al Devel0p1e1t, 38 U. 
CX>ID. L. REV. 202 (1966)J Note, "Sanctions IJrposed by Q)urts al Attorneys 
Who Abuse the Judicial Process," 44 u. cm. L. REV. 619 (1977>, Note, 
"Ck>urt Awarded Attorney's Fees and ~l Access to the Q:>urts," 122 u. 
PA. L. REV. 636 (1974)J Note, "Use of Ta>cable Q:>sts to Begulate the 
Conduct of Litigants," 53 CQUM. L. REV. 78 (1953)J Note, "Deterring 
tkljustifiable Litigation by IJrposing Substantial Q)sts," 44 ILL. L. REV. 
507 (1949). In this milieu, Section 78-27-56 was introdu::ed as H.B. 100 
in the 1981 General Session of the Utah legislature. As proposed, H.B. 
100 al:x>lished the Anerican Rule and pemitted a:>urts to award fees to 
prevailing parties in civil suits. It was amended, J:x,wever, by the 
House Judiciary Ccmni.ttee to allow fees ally "if the court cletm:mines 
that the action or defense to the action was without nerit and not 
brought or asserted in cpxl faith," and was enacted in this fcmn. Given 
these circ'Ll!lstances, Section 78-27-56 nay have been intended to broaden 
slightly or nerely to a:>dify the exception for bad faith litigation as 
it had existed in Utah. 'lhe paucity of procedural guidance under Section 
78-27-56 is probably due to an asS\m¢ion by the legislature that the 
rules for taxing a:>sts, post-jur:lgnent, would be used in enforcing the 
statute. 

9 
Because the notion is resolved cm these grounds, it is~ to 

decide whether Utah would follow "'1'lat is known as the "&iglish Rule.• 
!bst jurisdictions hold that wrcmgful use of civil proceedings entails 
the absence of probable cause, an -iJrprcper DDtive, and teminaticm. A 
"substantial min::>rity" of jurisdictions, which follow the English 
Rule, ~ an addi.ticmal. requirerent that the proceedings result in 
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ABUSE OF PROCESS 

The tort of abuse of process has been defined as the use 

of •a legal process, whether criminal or civil, against another 

primarily to accomplish a purpose for which it is not designed." 

RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW, Tor.ts 2d, supra Section 682. This 

tort.is different from the wrongful use of civil proceedings 

in that "it is the misuse of process, no mattar how properly 

obtained, for any purpose other than that which it was 

designed to accomplish. Therefore, it is immaterial that 

the process was properly issued, that it was obtained in the 

course of proceedings that were brought with probable cause 

and for a proper purpose, or even that the proceedings 

terminated in favor of the person instituting or initiating 

them. The subsequent misuse of the process, though properly 

obtained, constitutes the misconduct for which the liability 

is imposed." Id. comment a, at 474. In order to be actionable, 

"there must be use of the process for an immediate purpose 

other than that for which it was designed and intended. The 

usual case of abuse of process is one of some form of extortion, 

using the process to put pressure upon the other to compel 

him to pay a different debt or to take some other action or 

refrain from it.• Id. comment b, at 475. 

9 (cont'd) 

special damage, such as a seizure or property or an arrest of person. See, !.:.2.•, 
w. Prosser, ~ Section 120, at 850-8531 RESTAmimr CF 'lHE I.NJ, Tort 2d, 

11 

438 (Appendix7981)1 Birnbaun, !!!?!:!. at 1020-10221 Note, "Groundless Litigation 
and the Malicious Prosecution Debate: A Historical Analysis,"~ at 1218-1221, 
1229-12301 lt:>te, "Malicious Prosecution: An Effective Attack on Spurious· 
Medical Malpractice Claims?" !!!?!:!. at 657-6621 Bu::k v. Gale, 530 P.2d 
1248 (Ore. 1975) 1 Patrick v. M::D::>nald, 266 P.2d 1047 (Wash. 1954). The 
question \fflether to follc,,,,., the English Rule has been reserved in Utah. 
See,Johnson v. !ibunt O:IM En~ises, ~-,~at 33S-336. F.ach 
case dealing with wrong use o civil proceedings, however, has involved 
an elerrent of special damage within the neanin; of the English Rule. See, 
Baird v. Intemountain School Federal Credit Union, ~ (arrest oo -
bench warranth Perkins v. Stephens~ (injunctioo ll'lterfering with 
use of property>, Johnson v. !ibunt En~, Inc , ~ 
(same) 1 cahoon v. Hoggan, ~ (atta t ering with use of 
property) 1 Harmer v. First Natiaial Bank of ~· ~ (same) 1 · 
Wright v. Ascheim, ~ (injunction interferll'lg withuse of property). 
If the English Rule were followed in Utah, it '-lCUl.d nandate dismissal of 
the claim for wrongful use of civil pmoeedings in this case, sin:e 
there is no allegation of special damage. 

., 



These principles have been elucidated in two cases in 

Utah. In Crease v. Pleasant Grove City, 519 P.2d 888 (Utah 

1974), the plaintiff had been convicted, upon the complaint 

of a city councilman, for violating an ordinance requiring 

payment of a monthly sewer charge. Plaintiff was sentenced 

to jail, but the sentence was suspended upon certain conditions. 

Plaintiff failed to meet these conditions and was incarcerated, 

but was released on a petition for habeas corpus. No further 

steps to enforce the conviction were taken for approximately 

10 months. At that time, the mayor of the city approached 

plaintiff and offered to drop the criminal proceedings if 

the back charges were paid. Plaintiff refused, and several 

days thereafter he was again committed to jail. Upon his 

release, plaintiff sued the city councilman, alleging abuse 

of process. After noting that abuse of process is distinct 

from the wrongful use of civil proceedings, the court observed: 

•It is to be conceded that even though an action may have 

been properly initiated, and even though the process (the 

commitment) was lawfully issued, if it was used for an 

ulterior purpose for which it was not intended, that could 

be found to be actionable as an abuse of process. This is 

so because the essence of that cause of action is a perversion 

of the process to accomplish some improper purpose, such as 

compelling its victim to do something which he would not 

otherwise be legally obliged to do. On the other hand, if 

it is used for its proper and intended purpose, the mere 

fact that it has some other collateral effect does not 

constitute abuse of process. As specifically applied here, 

this is so even though it may incidentally and indirectly 

exert pressure for the collection of a debt.• ~- at 890. 

The court, on this analysis, reversed a jury verdict in 

favor of plaintiff, holding that there was no evidence to 

show that the councilman •personally had anything to do •••• 

with the issuance of the commitment.• Id. at 890-891. 

12 
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In Kool v. Lee, supra, plaintiff was employed by and 

leased her residence from the defendant. Defendant became 

dissatisfied and wrote a letter terminating her contract of 

employment, requesting her to vacate the home, and inviting 

her to come to his store for a settlement of accounts. A 

dispu~e arose concerning the amount due on each side, and a 

discussion, or an altercation, occurred at the store. Defendant, 

unhappy with this state of affairs, and believing he had 

been threatened at the store, obtained a warrant from a 

justice of the peace for the arrest of plaintiff, and caused 

it to be served on her in the nighttime. While plaintiff 

was in jail, defendant went with a teamster to the home, 

removed her goods, and replaced them with his own. When 

plaintiff was released and returned home, she "found the 

doors locked, [herself] evicted and dispossessed, [her] 

goods in [storage], and the defendant in possession.• Id. 

at 908. 

Plaintiff sued defendant for abuse of process. The 

lower court instructed the jury •that to entitle the plaintiff 

to recover it was not only necessary to prove 'that the 

defendant had an ulterior motive other than a purpose to 

vindicate the criminal law, to wit, the design of evicting 

the plaintiff and her husband from the premises, but that 

she was also required to prove some act on the part of the 

defendant, or at his instance or request, in the use of such 

criminal proceedings, other than such as would be proper in 

the regular prosecution of the charge,' and that the defendant 

could 'not be held responsible for merely setting the criminal 

law in motion and causing the arrest of the plaintiff and 

holding her in custody, even though such acts were done with 

the ulterior motive of evicting her from the premises 'of the 

defendant, but in order to recover the plaintiff must further 

show some distinct act or·oll\ission, as set forth in the 

complaint, accomplished at the instance or request of the 

13 
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defendant, which amounted to a misuse or abuse of the process 

after it had been issued.• Kool v. Lee, supra at 908. 

Defendant argued on appeal that this instruction was 

error because it did not require plaintiff to show malice and 

a want of probable cause. The Supreme Court disagreed, 

ruling that the authorities required a showing of malice 

and a want of probable cause for malicious prosecution but 

not for abuse of process. Abuse of process embraces two 

elements: • 1First, an ulterior purpose; second, an act in 

the use of the process not proper in the regular prosecution 
10 

of the proceedings~· (Citation omitted.) ~- at 909. 

Defendant insisted that there was no evidence to satisfy 

these elements, •to show that an improper use was made of 

the warrant after it was issued.• Id. at 910. The opinion, 

however, points to the eviction of plaintiff as an act which 

the arrest should not have been used to accomplish and thus 

as an abuse of process. On this basis, a jury verdict 

against aefendant was upheld. 

These authorities teach that abuse of process consists 

of not only the use of process for an ulterior purpose, but 

also some act perverting the process. This explains the 

formulations of the test that there must be •a wilful act 

in the use of the process not proper in the regular conduct 

of the proceeding• or •csJome definite act or threat not 

authorized by the process,• or that where process is used as 

a club for collection of money, there must be •a form of 

extortion, and it is what is done in the course of negotiation, 

rather than the issuance or any formal use of the process 

itself, which constitutes the tort." w. Prosser, supra 

Section 121, at 857-858. Because there must be misu,se of 

the process •there is no liability where the defendant had 

10 
'lhis was the essence of the inst:N::tion given by the lwer court which 

the q>inial notes "substantially stated the law.· Kool v. Ise, ~ 
at 910. 
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done nothing more than carry out the process to its authorized 

conclusion, even though with bad intentions.• Id. at 857. 

The requirement of misuse renders sensible the dictum that 

•[t]he ulterior motive or purpose may be inferred from what 

is said or done about the process, but the improper act may 

not be inferred from the motive.• Id. at 858. Indeed, the 

requirement of misuse accounts for the generalization, 

frequently made in order to distinguish malicious prosecution 

from abuse of process, that "malicious prosecution tends to 

turn upon what has occurred before the process is issued, 

and abuse of process upon what is done with it after its 

issue." 1 F. Harper and F. James, supra Section 4. 9. at 330. 

In Crease, there was process,. the commitment, with a 

purpose not to vindicate the criminal law but to obtain 

payment of the sewer charges. The process, however, may not 

have been actionable if the mayor had not approached the 

plaintiff with the offer of settlement, and the implied 

threat, ultimately enforced, of incarceration. It was this 

threat, among·other acts, which converted a use into an 
11 

abuse of process. In Kool, there was process, a warrant, 

with an ulterior purpose, the eviction. The process, however, 

would not have been actionable absent the act of eviction. 
12 

In short, there must be process in some form, a motive to 

use the process for a purpose other than that for which it 

is intended, and an act, such as threats during negotiations, 

11 
'!be court assimm; that the process in Crease was actialable, since 

the CCl!plaint was not disposed of by nctiai to dismiss for failure to 
state a claim, aoo even though the councilmm was acquitted en appeal 
because there was ro evidence to ccnnect 'him with the allegations of the 
carplaint. 
12 

'!be court concurs with defendants that process, for plllpOses of this 
tort, "has been interpreted broadly to enocnpass the entire range of 'procedures' 
incident to litigation," including discovery. ~s v. Merchants 
Collection Association of 0akl.and, Inc., 496 P. -et', 824 n. 4 (Cal. 
1972) (en bane). It does rot follow, however, that discovery which nay 
be tmdensare, without 110:re, is an ablse of process. 'Ihe:re fflJSt be an 
act dsralstrating that the discovery is other than in the ordinary 
c:curse of a hard fought legal battle. If discovery is blrdensale, bit 
otherwise proper, defendants' rmedy is not a counterclaim for ab.lSe of 
process bit a JIDticm for a pmtective order as provided under Fed.R. 
Civ.Pro. 26(c), nade applicable herein by Fed.R. Bank.Pro. 726. 

is 
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which constitute an abuse of the process. ~, ~-, 1 F. 

Harper and F. James, supra Section 4.9, at 330-3311 w. 
Prosser and Y. Smith, CASES AND MATERIALS ON TORTS 1098 (4th 

ed. 1967)1 Birnbaum, supra at 1033-10421 Bretz, •Abuse of 

Process - A Misunderstood Concept,• 20 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 

401; 402 (1971)1 Spellers v. Spellers, 317 P.2d 613 (Cal. 

1957)(en banc)1 Joseph v; Markevitz, 551 P.2d 571 (Ariz. ct. 

App. 1976)1 Givert v. Wieboldt Stores, Inc.,347 N.E. 2d 242 

(Ill. Ct. App. 1976). 

In this case, the counterclaim alleges the use of 

process through complaint, summons, and discovery. It 

alleges an ulterior motive,!!!,., •the purpose of intimidation 

and coercion t~ gain control over [defendants) in their 

capacities as officers of [debtors].• But it does not 

allege some act abusive of process in furtherance of this 

end. If this is all that need be alleged and proved, then 

Senior may be liable on a showing that it used process while 

musing over but never acting upon the possibility of some .. 
collateral advantage. In the hugger-mugger world of complex 

litigation, the use of process unaccompanied by such thoughts 

would require a noble heart, indeed. The tort of abuse of 

process protects and preserves our freedom from litigation 

perverted to wrongful ends. We do not require and the law 

does not supply protection from litigation which contemplates 

but never acts upon these ends. The counterclaim, insofar 

as it purports to state a claim for abuse of process, must 

be dismissed •. Defendants, if they are able within the constraints 

of Fed~R.:Bank.Pro. 9ll(a), may file an amended counterclaim 

for abuse of process within 10 days from the date of this 

memorandum decision. 

DATED this 27 day of September, 1982. 

United States Bankruptcy Judge 
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